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Contents of our paper

1. We examine the finance-growth nexus in Greece between 2001-2018 and draw
conclusions about the important role of finance in growth in the future.

2. Financial intermediation in 2001-2008: bank-based financing >90% of total financing.
Deposits (X2), credit (X4) but mortgage loans (X5) and consumption loans (X5), while
loans to NFCs (X1.7). →credit expansion pre-crisis served the goal of myopic

profitability of Greek banks, but it was pro-cyclical and favored consumption

more than upgrading the production base of the Greek economy.

3. Greek financial sector fiercely hit by crisis (2009-18), more than any other EA sector
(country risk ↑, confidence ↓, inter-bank market shut, PSI losses, deposit withdrawals
and deep recession). In spite of ample liquidity provision by the ECB (and BoG)
→credit crunch. Loss of capital → recapitalization (mostly) by the gov → bank
consolidation (CR5=97%) and a legacy of problem assets (almost 50% NPLs.).

3. VAR analysis of (a) the relationship between the resilience of the banking system
(liquidity, capital and credit risk) and credit (b) the relationship between bank credit,
market financing and economic activity (private demand, investment and growth).

5. Conclusions/Policy Suggestions for sustainable recovery/growth.
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Greek banks 2001-2018, %

Source: World Bank Statistics.

Year

Market 

structure

CR(5)

Capital 

adequacy
Quality of assets Performance Liquidity

CtA CAR Provisions NPLs Margin NII RoA
Loans-to-

Deposits

Liquidity 

coverage

2001 66.7 8.5 - 3.5 - - 2.3 1.4 56.6 -

2007 67.7 6.1 11.3 3.3 6.0 3.9 3.2 1.0 82.2 47.9

2009 69.2 5.0 11.9 2.7 8.1 2.4 2.5 0.3 81.6 47.9

2012 79.5 3.8 6.5 8.0 24.9 2.7 1.8 -2.6 118.6 85.0

2015 95.2 8.4 11.1 17.5 44.6 4.2 1.8 -0.3 117.5 40.5

2018 97 11.1 17.2* 21.6 46.7 4.8 1.9* -0.3* 114.4 25.3
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With the outbreak of the sovereign crisis Greek banks were hit by a series of downgrades

The Greek banking system 
under stress
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Provision of ample liquidity (on the basis of adequate collateral) by the ECB and later as ELA by 
BoG. The system recovered in 2014 (ELA=0) to depend again on ELA in 2015 until liquidity needs 
(due to deposit withdrawals) hit the ELA ceiling → capital controls in June 2015.

Liquidity needs of the Greek 
banking system

May14: 50,7 bn
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Liquidity constraints addressed 

by the central bank

• In total, the reduction of deposits

from their peak in June 2009 to

date (last update: Feb 2019) has

been €126 bn.

• During the same period the

reduction of liquidity from the

euro-area interbank market has

been another €55 bn.

• At the same time, the provision of

liquidity by the Eurosystem

(mainly ELA) reached a maximum

of €158 bn, during the PSI and re-

escalated to €125 bn in July 2015.

(In Jan 2019 ELA was €0.3 bln)
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Central bank liquidity during the 

crisis and ELA

• The prolongation of the crisis created a

self-feeding recessionary mechanism:

-Assets available as collateral to Greek

banks deteriorated in quality and value…

-…The limit for liquidity provision by the

Eurosystem was reduced…

-…Bank credit to the economy became

scarce…

-…And the recessionary conditions in the

economy intensified…

-…Which again reduced the value and

quality of collateral…

• In order to break-through this

mechanism the Greek banking system

resorted heavily to expensive ELA.
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Other sources of liquidity for 

Greek banks became scarce

• Following the Global Financial Crisis,

Greek banks found it very difficult to

remain active in the interbank money

markets

-This was, at the time, a widespread

phenomenon as the international

banking sector was at the epicenter of

the crisis. The situation worsened during

the Greek debt crisis.

• By the end of 2012, spots of revival of

the interbank money market activity of

the Greek banks were evident;

-Only to be lost until mid-2015;

-At present liquidity from the EA

interbank market is a bit higher than the

historically low levels.
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NPLs

• Under the recessionary conditions, the

quality of Greek banks’ loan portfolio

deteriorated.

• All types of loans show high ratios of NPLs:

consumer NPLs: 53%, corporate NPLs: 45%,

mortgage NPLs: 45%; figures by end-2018).

• Non-performing loans peaked in 2016 and

are shown to have stabilized ever since to

around 47% of total loans (Dec 2018).

• Resolution tools/policies for NPLs.

• Corr (Provisions,  NPLs) = 98.4%.  The risk 

of NPLs (credit risk) as perceived by banks 

is expressed in provisions.
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Growth of Loans/Deposits 

• Private sector deposits peaked
in Dec. 2009 at €238 bn.

• Last update (Feb 2019) showed
them at €132 bn.

• During the same period loans
to the private sector fell from
€249 bn to €169 bn, while
loans to NFCs fell from €124 bn
to €77 bn.

• Mortgages and consumer loans
↑ >50% of all loans from <20%
in 2001.
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What is the mix of funding of 

economic activity? 

• Bank loans have been the predominant

source of funding to the private

sector/NFCs of the Greek economy.

• Other sources are Greek ‘bond loans’

and issue of shares in the domestic

stock market. Bond loans are not

exactly securities, as they are an

instrument mainly recording a

transaction between a borrower and a

bank (effectively another form of loan).

• Share issuance depressed since 2009.
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How can economic activity in Greece 

be funded? 

On the other hand,

• Some Greek NFCs have managed to issue

corporate debt in the international markets.

• Bond issuance during the period end-2012 to 2018,

has reached the gross amount of around €8.5 bn

(net around €4.5 bn).

 Most of the raised capital was used for the repayment

of expensive bank loans.

• This development came in an easy environment

(unconventional monetary policy) and followed the

high increase of issuance in EA corporate bond

markets; so, it may be seen as cyclically-related to

international monetary and financial conditions.

→ bank financing/credit has to improve.

On the one hand,

• Banks face serious hurdles to provide funding

to NFCs and households post-crisis. Need to

resolve the NPL problem. Recent policy

suggestions include the creation of asset

management companies or asset protection

schemes.

• Capital raised through stock market (share

issuance) has been inadequate.

• Raising capital from bond markets was and

remains a difficult task for the average Greek

NFC, due to:

 Country risk

 Low profitability, albeit currently improving

 Shallow domestic investor base.

 Capital Market Union may be useful.
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Econometric findings I

• We use structural VAR techniques to

examine the effects of bank resilience on

bank credit (monthly data).

• We find that GR banks’ provisions for 

losses from lending have significant and 

sizeable effects on bank lending,

• These effects are only partially cured by 

Central Bank liquidity provision and 

official support for Greek banks’ 

recapitalization.
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Econometric findings II

• Then, we use another structural VAR to assess

the effects of bank credit (credit flows over GDP)

on economic activity/private demand (quarterly

data).

• We find that both bank credit and market 

financing are positively and significantly related to 

changes in private demand. So,

-The reduction of credit has had sizeable effects on 

private demand

-The lack of market financing for Greek NFCs results 

in weaker economic activity

• Also, we find that weakening of economic activity 

results to lower bank credit (and market 

financing).

• So, there is a feedback loop between bank 

credit, market financing and economic 

activity.
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Econometric findings II

• The effects of credit to investment are even more pronounced:
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Summary of the findings

 We examined the existence of a feedback loop between the resilience

of the financial sector and Greek economic activity.

 A sequence of structural VARs is employed using data for bank credit,

liquidity, capital, asset quality and private demand/investment in 2001-

2018 in two data sets (of monthly and quarterly frequency).

 We find that (a) the deterioration in the quality of Greek banks’

balance sheets affected negatively the provision of credit to the

economy, (b) central bank liquidity and recapitalizations of Greek

banks provided only a partial remedy, (c) the decline in credit

significantly weakened economic activity/investment and (d) there is a

role for market financing but this cannot substitute for the

predominantly bank-based financing of the economy.

 Therefore, as the Greek economy starts bouncing back Greek banks

have an important role to play, first by solving the high NPLs problem

and providing the necessary credit and second by improving the

efficiency of capital allocation towards a sustainable growth model.
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